
DRIVER PERFORMANCE 
PROGRAM



YOU COME FIRST
For a driver to be successful they must dedicate themselves to 
mastering the motorsport specific skills required and possess the 
mental ability to consistently perform at their best. 

This sport rewards those who can mentally perform on demand and 
quickly overcome the challenges they face along the way. 

TThis is what driver performance coach Enzo Mucci specialises in and 
helps drivers do. Over the past three decades Enzo has been teaching 
drivers how to perform at a higher level and has been giving them the 
personal tools they need to succeed at the pinnacle of the sport. 

In this document you will learn how you can benefit from Enzo’s 
coaching via multimedia and online software so you can assess, review, 
monitor and improve your overall performance. 

TThis coaching service is designed to help you advance both on and 
off track to ensure that you accelerate your progress. 



SPEED UP PROGRESS

  IMPROVE MENTAL PERFORMANCE

      REMOVE PERFORMANCE BLOCKERS

         RAISE COMMITMENT & WORK ETHIC

            IMPROVE RACE / QUALIFYING RESULTS

               INCREASE SELF-BELIEF & CONFIDENCE

                                    DEAL WITH HIGH PRESSURE SITUATIONS
                   
                      OVERCOME RACING CAREER CHALLENGES

AREA OF EXPERTISE
There is a science of achievement in motorsport and Enzo will teach you this science by using his 
structured coaching system. 

Following an initial assessment, you will be coached on all areas related to your performance including 
your driving, mental, environment, work ethic and the specific skills you need to advance your career. 

Coaching will be delivered using video calls, simulator sessions, phone calls during race events and your 
personal training plan will be run using your dedicated Google Drive. 

As an overview, drivers use Enzo’s coaching to:

“You don’t simply chase your racing dream, instead you attract it by 
the person you become. You must have the skills in place so your 
dream is a by-product of how you perform. To win externally you 

must first win internally” - Enzo Mucci
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